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Executive Summary
In the project description, the D2.1.2 is described as the following:
“Quality criteria that will enable repository owners and content
developers/publishers in both the public and private sector to identify learning
resources that have the potential for cross-border use”
Based on previous work and concepts described in report D2.1.1, the Travel Well
Criteria version 2, in this deliverable, are the results of:
 Contextual social information derived from teachers’ real usage of resources
generated in the first year of the project
 A review of methods and results from similar international initiatives engaged
in defining criteria for evaluating digital content quality and re-use potentials
(described in Annual Reports on Innovation D2.2.1 and D2.2.2)
 Quality criteria proposed by Ministries of Education that are network partners.
The second version of the eQNet quality model presented here sets the stage for a
series of validation activities with a wide set of users across Europe represented by
the WP3 teachers’ network.
D2.1.3, due at the end of March 2012 will offer the final Travel Well Criteria validated
in an iterative process through a variety of techniques and by stakeholders such as
teachers, content providers, and repository owners.
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About this deliverable
In the project description, deliverable D2.1.2 is described as follows:
“Quality criteria that will enable repository owners and content
developers/publishers in both the public and private sector to identify learning
resources that have the potential for cross-border use.”

The initial version of the deliverable (D2.1.1):
 presented an overview of the previous work in the field of quality criteria for digital

educational content
 defined the concepts central to the work of developing the Travel Well Criteria;
 outlined the methodological approach used in developing a quality data model;
 and demonstrated the importance of developing a quality model identifying not
only general content quality but also the need to define quality criteria related to
the potential of the educational resources to be reused in a pan-European context
and their ability to “travel well” across linguistic and cultural borders.
Closely related to this topic was also Deliverable 2.2.1 “Annual Report on Innovation
v.1” where eQNet partners’ quality standards for digital learning resources are
presented and Deliverable 2.2.2 “Annual Report on Innovation v.2” representing
reviews of other relevant major projects and initiatives working on quality criteria for
educational repositories and content.
Based on reviews of innovation in the field of quality criteria, plus feedback from
practitioners in combination with quality criteria from participating Ministries of
Education, deliverable 2.1.2 presents eight Travel Well Criteria v. 2 under
development by eQNet. Version 2 of the Travel Well Criteria will be used in a series
of validation activities with a wide range of users across Europe represented by the
WP3 teachers’ network.
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1 Methodology for developing Travel Well Criteria v. 2
During the eQNet face-to-face meeting in April 2011, project partners discussed and
approved a set of Travel Well (TW) Criteria consisting of eight criteria. The eight
criteria were selected based on the methodology described in D2.1.1 and work done
by teachers in the first year of the network’s activities.
The process for developing and defining the eight criteria presented in this
deliverable included a collaborative reflection and discussion between members of
the eQNet network informed by feedback from teachers, Ministries own quality
criteria and reviews of quality standards carried out in similar EUN and non-EUN
projects conducting work on digital learning resource quality criteria.
In Year 1 network partners were interested in discovering what kinds of descriptors
teachers thought were important for the “travel well” concept, given that previous
work on the topic of “travel well” is rather theoretical and not validated by
practitioners such as teachers. Therefore, in Year 1 of eQNet teachers had been
instructed to identify high quality learning resources from their own national
repositories and from other well known international repositories of learning content
that they thought had value for teachers in other countries. This round of work was
subsequently validated by national coordinators who evaluated the resources
identified by teachers from different countries as having “travel well” potential
(instructions for these tasks are in the Appendix section 4.1 and 4.2 of this
deliverable).
Work conducted by teachers in Year 1 resulted in seven descriptors for “travel well”
guidelines presented in D3.3 “Quality Guidelines for LRE Associate Partners” and in
the Appendix of this deliverable (section 4.3). In turn, these guidelines were
extremely helpful for eQNet Network partners deliberating on Travel Well Criteria v. 2
because they illustrated how the concept of “travel well” was understood from a
teacher’s perspective and thus constituted a bottom-up approach.
There were several questions resolved in the course of deliberation when network
partners met face-to-face in April 2011. First, was whether the same criteria would
be useful for all three target groups: 1. policy makers, 2. content developers, and 3.
teachers? Partners resolved that only one set of TW criteria would be generated
taking into account the different requirements for the three target groups. They also
resolved that this approach would be validated in the next phase of eQNet evaluation
activities.
Partners discussed whether quality criteria specific to the ability of an educational
resource to “travel well” across national and linguistic boundaries should be
combined with more general digital education content quality criteria. Partners
resolved that a combination of both “travel well” specific qualities and more general
content quality criteria would be most useful for repository owners and content
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developers seeking to have just one easy to apply set of criteria to identify resources
that are simultaneously of high quality and with a high potential for re-use in multiple
contexts. Thus, TW criteria 1-4 are specific to the “travel well” concept, while criteria
5-8 reflect more general digital content quality standards identified in other EUN and
non-EUN projects as features denoting quality for digital educational content. It was
decided that questions about the usefulness of general criteria versus TW specific
criteria would be ultimately resolved using feedback from stakeholders in the last
phase of work on TW criteria and the final set of TW criteria would reflect these
considerations.
Another issue identified for resolution through validation work was whether TW
criteria could ultimately be useful for all types of learning objects and objects for
every teaching field. For example, it was decided to plan validation work to
understand whether TW criteria was useful for identifying the TW potential of digital
learning objects that were only images or whether TW criteria was useful for
evaluating learning objects for foreign language instruction.
Partners also agreed that in the next phase of the project, teachers will be asked to
evaluate learning objects for their TW potential and to be explicit in identifying which
TW criteria applied to the object. This was so that researchers could identify criteria
most commonly identified as important for TW potential and also if there were TW
criteria that were either difficult for teachers to apply or that were deemed less
important for expert evaluators in identifying TW potential of a learning object.
To make this validation work possible, it was decided that the Learning Resource
Exchange would be customized with Web 2.0 based voting and tagging tools to
record teachers’ application of TW Criteria and track which criteria were most popular
among the practitioners. The final set of TW criteria would, in-turn, contain criteria
proven to be useful by teachers in evaluation work and fine-tuned (if necessary)
based on feedback from practitioners collected using Web 2.0 techniques.
The partners resolved to provide eQNet teachers with clear definitions for eight
Travel Well criteria along with specific examples of learning objects that exemplified
the particular criteria. The resulting Travel Well Criteria v.2 differentiated between two
different kinds of interactivity (interactivity with immediate feedback and interactivity
without feedback for resources that users can manipulate but which do not provide
any indication whether the operation and interaction illustrates comprehension or
mastery of the concept with a wrong or right answer).
eQNet partners also decided to solicit feedback from teachers outside of the network
because it was clear that teachers working with WP3 may not be representative of a
typical teacher in their level of ICT use and comfort with technological innovations in
the classroom. Therefore, partners planned to design a way to obtain the reactions
of teachers outside the network through outreach by fellow teachers already in the
network, including within workshops where new teachers would be introduced to the
work of eQNet. This process helped the project to understand if these more typical
teachers were more or less likely to agree on the relative importance of TW criteria
and if they considered the criteria helpful in the same way as the more expert ICT
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users. This information would be used in the subsequent and final iteration of the
TW criteria and to adjust (if necessary) the TW criteria (to make sure all target groups
find it easy to use) for its final iteration.
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2 Travel Well Criteria v. 2
Quality criteria specific to the “travel well” concept

2.1 Trans-national topics
The resource addresses curriculum topics that could be considered trans-national.
For example, teaching 'geometric shapes' or 'the parts of the cell' are usually covered
in every national curriculum, but teaching the folklore of a very specific region is not.
It can also be a resource well suited for use in multi-disciplinary or cross-curricular
contexts.

Example: Virus Replication
 This resource illustrates how a virus replicates. This is a common topic of study in
every country.

Example: Encyclopedia of Life
 This resource provides images and information on all classifications of life forms, a
topic common in every national curriculum.
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2.2 Knowledge of a specific language is not needed (language
independence)
The resource is not text heavy and does not require translation to be understood
and/or the resource may be available in various language versions. For example, this
might be a video where the narrative can be turned off, or it employs icons, images,
animations, maps, etc. making its contents understandable for everyone.

Example: Angle Properties
 This resource’s visual content on angle properties is self-explanatory.

Example: Disease & Mutation: Tumor Growth
 This resource is a video where the audio can be turned off without detriment to the
value of the video as a teaching tool.
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2.3 Stored as a file type that is usable with generally available
software
The resource can be used in any environment (online and off-line) and runs on
multiple platforms (also hand-held, IWB, etc.).

Example: Amphibians
 The interactive learning games and videos that are part of this resource can run in
any browser and can be shown on any computer, but it is not a good example of a
downloadable resource.

Example: Diffusion and Osmosis
 This resource plays in a web browser without the need for additional software.
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2.4 Methodological support for teachers is not needed
Subject teachers can easily recognize how this resource meets their curriculum
requirements or how this resource could be used in a teaching scenario without
further instructions.

Example: Human Anatomy
 This interactive practice test can be easily used to reinforce knowledge of human
anatomy without any guidance on how to use the resource for this topic.

Example: Angle Measure
 This resources demonstrating the measurement of angles and does not require
methodological support for the instructor.
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General Quality Criteria

2.5 Intuitive and easy to use
The resource is intuitive to use in the sense that it has a user-friendly interface and is
easy to navigate for both teachers and students without having to read or translate
complex operating instructions.

Example: Arithmetic Problem
 This resource is easy to operate with simple commands to pick the right answer with
a click of the mouse.

Example: World Map
 This resource is easy to use with simple commands placing pins on a world map
designed for interactive white boards.
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2.6 Interactivity with no possibility of feedback
These are interactive, sometimes customizable, learning activities that do not provide
evaluative feedback in response to user actions. This kind of resource invites or
requires a significant degree of user input or engagement, other than just reading
something on a page and responding to it. An example would be a geometric 3D
shape that can be moved and turned.

Example: Blocos
 This is an example of an interactive resource that allows users to manipulate the
blocks but there is no evaluative feedback to indicate whether learner's actions are
correct or incorrect.

Example: Simple Harmonic Motion
 This resource is interactive, the user can change the setting and observe, but there is
no feedback on correct or incorrect actions.
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2.7 Interactivity with possibility of immediate feedback
These are interactive, sometimes customizable, learning activities, providing
evaluative feedback. Forms of feedback can be simple or complex. Simple forms can
be feedback on correct or incorrect answers in a drill/practice scenario. Complex
forms can be lab activities that produce different results depending on user actions or
provide hints to help complete tasks successfully.

Example: Arithmetic
 This resource gives feedback on whether users entered correct/incorrect answers to
multiplication problems.

Example: Alpha-bot
 This resource is interactive with immediate feedback, indicating correct and incorrect
answers and providing hints.
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2.8 Clear license status
The user can easily find information about their rights to use this resource. The
license information is understandable for a typical user.

Example: Calculator License Page
 This resource has a license statement with clear explanations, i.e., the statement
defines what is meant by "Freeware". The license page explains that this software is
protected by copyright, but can be used but not modified.

Example: CellsAlive! Permission Page
 This permissions page explains clearly the the resources may not be used for any
commercial purposes and how it may be used in the classroom.

3 Conclusion and future work
Using the feedback from teachers/national coordinators and insights from similar
projects, as well as literature available on the topic of quality criteria evaluations and
methodologies, eQNet partners agreed upon eight Travel Well Criteria.
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To develop the final version of the TW Criteria, eQNet’s WP3, involving European
Schoolnet, the nine participating European Ministries of Education, teachers and
experts will engage in wide-ranging validation activities using the set of criteria
provided in D2.1.2. The final TW Criteria will become tools suitable for practical
evaluation of learning objects for use by European policy-makers, publishers,
practitioners (e.g. teachers and learners) and expert evaluators. The aim of this work
is not only to create a tool to easily identify educational resources with the potential to
“travel well” but to also confirm the network members’ initial conclusions that these
methodologies are applicable in the real life situations when schools have to decide
on purchase of learning objects. These tools will also help users to be confident in
the high quality and re-usability of Open Educational Resources for their education
needs, and could significantly improve the quality of the expert evaluation of learning
objects by noticeably reducing the subjectivity inherent in expert evaluations. The
efficacy of these criteria will be immediately tested in a real-life setting as they are
applied to improve the quality of open learning content in the Learning Resource
Exchange for schools in 2011 and 2012 resulting in a showcase of more than 3500
“travel well” resources by the end of the project (D3.4).
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4 Appendix
4.1 Tasks for eQNet WP teacher practitioners – Year 1
The aim of the tasks described below (1 and 2) is to find and select TW resources
from national repositories. In both tasks teachers are asked to look for digital
resources that are located in their national repositories and that are usable for
teachers in other countries – in other words TW resources. In case that no national
repository of digital learning objects is available, teachers can look up national or
international TW resources on LRE portal – http://lreforschools.eun.org.
The first task is designed to test all the procedures of searching and uploading
resources. During this task it is possible to solve and discuss new-found problems
(e.g. with TW resources identification, resources uploading on to the Unilearning
portal, filtering the content of the Unilearning portal etc.). The same methodology will
be applied during the second task, the only difference between task 1 and 2 is the
amount of resources.

Step by Step for Tasks One and Two
1) Select “Add “; select the type of resource (e.g. ”Articles”, ”Docs”, “Sites”,
“Ware” etc.); select “Extended“.
2) Web page with form named STEP 1
a) Category – select a category of resource; for more options use the combination of
CTRL and left mouse button.
b) Language of this description – select the resource description language.
c) Title – insert the name / title of the resource.
d) Description – insert the description of the resource.
e) Keywords – insert the keywords; do not use same words as in Title and
Description form fields.
3) Web page with form named STEP 2
a) Subject / Field of learning – select the subject area, which covers the theme of the
resource; for more options use the combination of CTRL and left mouse button.
b) Educational type – type of educational facility or the type of education – select
either "general" or "everything" for the selected grade of school.
c) Function – identify the intended audience of this resource (e.g. during the filtering
content of the portal according to the target user); for more options use the
combination of CTRL and left mouse button.
d) Language – select the language of the resource.
4) Web page with form named STEP 3
Total amount of TW resources: 45 resources per country
Task 1: 30 resources per country
Task 2: 15 resources per country
NOTE: In case that there is more than one teacher per country, teachers will split the
work among themselves (e.g. 3 teachers in the country project team = 1 teacher is
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responsible for finding of 10 resources in Task 1). Please discuss the amount of
resources to search, label and add to favorites with your national project coordinator.
TW resources found on national repositories should be uploaded on to web portal
Klascement / Unlearning – http://www.unilearning.eu which will be used as the
environment for the work on these two tasks. Number of uploaded resources by all
partners is registered in weekly updated spreadsheet “eQnet teachers' network” in
Google Docs on address:
http://spreadsheets.google.com/ccc?key=0Ar7YEWvtcjeVdFllcHFkUk1aLWYxeGRiM
FpSeUxKT2c&hl=cs
a) Upload with KC – use the "Browse" button to select and upload the file with
resource on to the portal; upload may take from several seconds to several minutes –
it depends on your connection to the Internet.
b) Logo – use the "Browse" button to select and upload a logo (image) of the
resource; use any image of size max. 120 x 80 pixels.
5) Web page with form named STEP 4 a) Costs – select "No".
b) Creative Commons – select "Yes" and 2 other options (”Is it allowed to use this
document for commercial purposes?” and “Is it allowed to modify this document and
make it available elsewhere?“) leave in default settings.
c) Author/Publisher – optional; it can be filled e.g. with the name of the author of the
resource, URL of the resource original description etc.
6) Send / Upload your contribution to the portal clicking on the "Submit" button.
Remarks to the uploading the content and metadata on to the portal:
User must be logged on the portal before the start of uploading operation.
All
resources
must
be
uploaded
on
to
the
portal
Unilearning
(http://www.unilearning.eu), not on to the parental portal Klascement.
· It is necessary to fill in all obligatory fields in the upload form marked by the star.
· Description of the resource must be filled in to the form only in one language
because of automatic translation to English provided by portal engine.
· Upload process can be facilitated by the copying previous records on the portal. In
this case use ID of previously uploaded resource to make copy of resource
description.
· All procedures of uploading resources on to the Unilearning portal are described (in
English)
at
the
official
helpdesk
of
the
portal
on
address:
http://www.klascement.net/eqnet/help/.
NOTE 1: There is help for this action on help pages of the portal
(http://www.klascement.net/eqnet/help/).
NOTE 2: All information about the resources can be filled in either in English or in
your native language. Be careful – use only one language for the entire entry (do not
mix two languages)! If you use your native language, your entry will be automatically
translated to the English by the automatic internet translator.
Portal Unilearning – web page with the list of uploaded TW resources.
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Summary
1) Visit the Unilearning portal on address http://www.unilearning.eu.
2) Create your own user profile on the portal. Don’t forget to send your profile ID to
the administrator of the portal.
3) Familiarize yourself with the portal.
4) Look for the TW resources in your national repository the portal.
5) Upload found and selected TW resources from your national repository on to the
Unilearning portal.
Aim: Find, identify and select TW resources from national repositories and upload
them on to the Unilearning portal.
Start: 15.1. 2010
Finish: 31.3. 2010
Method of work: Use partly proven criteria from previous EUN projects and partly
your own criteria of TW feature to find TW resources in your national repositories and
upload them on to the Unilearning portal.
Total amount of resources per country: 45

4.2 National coordinators’ validation task
National coordinators’ validation task is focused on validation and evaluation of travel
well (TW) feature of resources uploaded by teachers during previous tasks 1 and 2
on to the portal Unilearning. National coordinators from one country (except Norway
and EUN) will validate at least 40 resources previously uploaded by teachers from
another country.
1) The same partners cannot work together as during the last validation task (task 3
for teachers).
2) Because of language, cultural etc. “closeness’ it is impossible to make partnership
of these partners: CZ – SK, NO – SE, IT – PT.
3) In the project we have odd number of “country partners” (9 countries).
4) Total amount of the resources in collection of each partner from teachers’ tasks
1+2 on Unilearning portal is (should be at least) 45.
Please, see the table with national coordinators validation task partners below:
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AT

CZ

IT

LT

IT - LT
IT - LT
5 resources from each country
AT - PT
BE - SK
CZ - SE

NO
5 resources from each country

AT
BE
CZ
IT
LT
NO
PT
SK
SE

BE

PT
AT - PT

SK

SE

BE - SK
CZ - SE

EUN

EUN

Partners for national coordinators validation of resources on Unilearning portal are:
-

Austria and Portugal
Belgium and Slovakia
Czech Republic and Sweden
Italy and Lithuania
Norway and “10th partner” EUN (Norway will be responsible for validation of 5 notvalidated resources from each country; EUN will be responsible for validation of 45
resources from Norway)

The total number of TW resources to be validated (at least):
All partners (countries) except Norway and EUN: 40 per country
Norway: 5 not-validated resources from each country
EUN: 45 resources from Norway
Tools for national coordinators validation of TW feature are on the Unilearning portal
(http://www.unilearning.eu) on the right side of pages with several uploaded
resources (please, look at the picture bellow).
GUIDELINES FOR NATIONAL COORDINATORS’ VALIDATION TASK
1) Open Unilearning portal and log in (of course you must be a registered user of
the portal – in case you are not, please see chapter 3.2 of deliverable “D.3.1
Network Operation’s Manual - A Teachers' Manual” on page 11 – document is
available on address:
http://eqnet.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=10885&folderId=17464&
name=DLFE-203.docx.)
2) Find the webpage with the list of partners’ country resources. You can e.g. use
country filter – press button / link “Country overview“ that is situated in second
upper bar on the webpage Unilearning or use country filter in the advanced
search tool that is located on the left side of the webpage.
3) Open and explore single resources. Validate the resource by clicking on one of
circle with EU stars. Meaning of each star is described in text cloud that you will
see after moving cursor across the EU stars circle (1 = not universal; 2 = less
universal; 3 = universal; 4 = more universal; 5 = very universal). Every time use
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1 EU stars circle for marking not TW resource (beware: not marked
resource = not validated resource)!
TW validation tool – section “Universal usefulness” – is signed at the picture
bellow by red ellipse.
4) Optional - Mark usefulness and quality of resource using stars tool in section
“Score“ signed by yellow ellipse and / or add of your comment to the resource to
the section “Reaction or addition“ signed by green ellipse.

5) During the validation, please, use these criteria of TW feature:
a. Criteria published in document “eQnet deliverable on Travel well criteria –
Deliverable 2.1.1”. Document was sent via e-mail to all members of
“eQnetproject” e-mail conference and also was uploaded to the eQnet
project
website
on
address:
http://eqnet.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=10885&folderId=18
397&name=DLFE-210.doc.
And / or
b. Your own individual TW feature criteria.
And / or
c. Criteria recommended by other project partners.
And / or
d. Some of model/sample criteria bellow (e.g.):
- interactivity
- universal / common topic / subject / theme
- knowledge of used language is not needed
- methodological support is not needed
- possibility of immediate feedback
- intuitive operation
- clear licence status (mainly Creative Commons - CC)
- freeware / open (opensource) format
6) During or immediately after solving the national coordinators validation
task, please, send name(s) of the person(s) responsible on Unilearning
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portal for validation of partners’ resources to the coordinator of WP3
Daniel Tochacek (to the address dtochacek@centrum.cz). This is very
important because of correct registration of completed/incomplete work
in the task. Without announcement name(s) of person(s)
responsible for the validation of resources on the Unilearning
portal it is impossible to check and register results of each
partner.
Please, send to Daniel Tochacek only name(s) of person(s) that will be
active validators of partners’ resources = of person(s) that will really
do the validation of resources on Unilearning portal using described
validation tools after logging in to the portal with their own clear identity.
Actual status of the work will be shown – as usual - in shared Google
Docs spreadsheet on address:
https://spreadsheets.google.com/ccc?key=0Ar7YEWvtcjeVdFllcHFkUk1
aLWYxeGRiMFpSeUxKT2c&hl=cs
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MAIN INSTRUCTIONS SUMMARY
1) Find your partner country for the national coordinators validation task in
the table of partners for validation.
2) Open Unilearning portal and log in. (You must be registered user of the
portal.)
3) Use country filter for filtering the content and opening the page(s) with the
several resources.
4) Open the resource page. Read the resource description. Look on the
resource and try to use it… = VALIDATE IT.
5) Select the appropriate mark (circle with EU stars) in “Universal usefulness“
section by clicking on it.
6) Select the appropriate score for the resource and / or add some comments
to it (voluntarily / optional).
7) During or immediately after solving the national coordinators validation
task, please, send name(s) of the person(s) responsible on Unilearning
portal for validation of partners’ resources to the coordinator of WP3
Daniel Tochacek (to the address dtochacek@centrum.cz).
FINAL OVERVIEW:
 Aim: Validate resources uploaded by all partners on to the Unilearning
portal during task 3 for teachers.
 Start: 8.12. 2010
 Finish: 31.12. 2010
 Method of validation: Country to country validation.
 Total amount of resources for validation per 1 country (compulsory):
40
(45 for EUN)
 Limit for voluntary / optional validation of other resources from all
partners: None.

4.3 Seven Descriptors for “travel well” from Year 1 Produced by
Teachers
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The following seven (7) descriptors for “travel well” learning resources emerge
from the eQNet teachers’ network and their practical work to identify “travel well”
learning resources during Year 1 of the eQNet project. Each partner, with the help
of their teachers, was responsible for identifying ninety (90) travel well resources.
The first-half of these resources were to be identified using the national repository
and the second half using the LRE Portal.
 1. Universal/common topic/subject/theme
o Resources address curriculum topics that could be considered transnational (e.g. teaching 'geometric shapes' or 'the parts of the cell' are
usually covered in every national curriculum but teaching the folklore
of a very specific region is not)
 2. Intuitive operation (easy to use)
o Resources are easy to use for teachers and students without having
to read or translate complex instructions.
 3. Interactivity, strong visual element
o Interactive, customizable learning activities, such as online exercises
and tests. The resource invites or requires a significant degree of
user input or engagement, other than just reading something on a
page and responding to it.
 4. Knowledge of used language is not needed (language independence)
o Resources have very little text requiring translation or there are
different language versions of the resource. Such resources may
have a strong visual element and may make extensive use of icons,
images, maps, videos, animations etc. or a resource where it is
possible to insert key words in another language.
 5. Methodological support is not needed
o Teachers can easily recognize how this resource meets their
curriculum requirements or how to use this resource in a teaching
scenario without further instructions from the content provider.
 6. Possibility of immediate feedback
o The resource indicates when learners are successfully or
unsuccessfully accomplishing a task or answering questions
correctly in a drill/practice scenario.
 7. Clear license status
o The user can easily find information on the rights to use and remix
this resource. License information is understandable for a typical
user.
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